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About This Game

"Relax, have a cup of coffee and enjoy eliminating all the boxes"
A minimalist puzzle game with great challenges.

The mechanics and gameplay are very simple, just combine 3 or more boxes to eliminate them. if you eliminate all boxes on
stage you will finish the level. But it will not be as easy as it seems.

99 Levels

7 boxes

3 extra box behaviors

3 special unique boxes

17 Steam Achievements

Minimalist game concept

Relaxing experience
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Beautiful 3D graphics

Simple and intuitive interface

Easy interactions

Great challenges

Quality adjustments

Boxes

There are 7 different color types in which to be eliminated must be combined in 3 or more equal boxes.

Behaviours and Extra boxes

The special boxes have a specific behavior, and each one has a way to be destroyed

Can't Move: Cannot be moved.

Cage: Must be combined with a sequence of the same color to be released.

Special: Can be combined with anything.

Bomb: Activates only if it is in the middle of a combination, and eliminates the surrounding boxes.

Chameleon: Changes the color itself according to time.
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Unknown: Only reveals the hidden box if it is released by a combination.

Thanks for supporting our first indie game on that line.
I hope you like it and thank you for playing!
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Title: BOX align
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kasulo Game Studio
Publisher:
Kasulo Game Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018
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English
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I didn't mind the bland designs. I played past the repetitive gameplay. I wasn't totally bored by the same music track played over
and over. I was somewhat amused by the hokey story and characters. I even didn't mind the small choice of weapons and towers
and their abilities. What really caused me to give it a thumbs down was the tower cap of 12. 12?! What TD game has a cap on
how many towers you can put up? This could've been fun but when the enemies get stronger and your strategic hands are tied
with caps I gave up. Aside from that, I got annoyed by the lack of areas that the towers can be constructed on and the crappy
controls getting them into spots. It's a shame really. This could've been fun. I'm a BIG TD game fan and I cannot recommend
this. 4\/10.. This game is fairly terrible, but I can't stop playing.. The weakest title by CoG I've played so far. Generally subpar
I'd say, choices don't seem to as much and the writing is nothing to... write home about. It has an interesting premise but lacks in
it's execution. Sad since it it sthe type of writing we don't see much of anymore.. DON'T BUY THIS, WHOEVER SEES THIS,
OMFG THIS IS THE WORST THING EVER. The game barely makes any sense, horrible translation throughout, I couldn't
even trudge past the first 15 minutes. This is game is like a badly made rip off of duke nukem in which Duke is a brain
damaged idiot who failed his english-as-a-second-language classes.. screw that i am not paying that price for it when last week it
was at 1.39 sod that. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DlVUg3NGHI8&feature=youtu.be
Here. Saved you 8 bucks. You're welcome.. Not a minute to early, since DTG a long time has used old trains for regional trains
around germany this was just what I wanted. Im sure it gonna be heavily used in a lot of scenarios from a lot of creators since
the other old stuff from ELAP is outdated and on the way to exit service\/limited service. 4 dollars to fix dante, worth?. The
parts of games that rub my nose in the most painfully obvious of things needs to stop. Whether it's the story, the gameplay, or
literally the path forward 2 inches in front of me, you don't have to rub my nose in it, and it's super condescending when you do
so.

The actual review: The gameplay is fine, as it is in all Ys games. However, the writing is just embarassingly bad. The story is
utterly cliche and the characters are just collections of terrible tropes. Ys 7 even commits the cardinal sin of doubling up on
having to visit each location. The worst part though is probably that 90% of the dialouge could be cut without losing anything
between how painfully obvious the story is and how utterly overwritten it is.

On the plus side, there's a fast forward button.
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Fair price and if the extra tribes isnt somthing you want I would highly recommened you get this. Great story with another to
come.. HOT WHEEEEEEELS. Bugged, cant play online without disconnecting every few minutes. War simulator 2015
i got so depressed i felt like i needed some dewritos to cheer up
then hitler cam along and it was all good. Due to the short length of this game (two hours on my first play through), I do
recommend it, but only on sale. In my experience, HOPA games are usually 4-6 hours long.

The Emerald Maiden has a unique and intriguing setting. The Emerald Maiden is a historical science fiction game with a fantasy
tilt, involving exploration of dreams as a sort of game within a game, similar to the Time Mysteries series, which has the player
visit different spacetimes in addition to exploring a space in a main timeline. However, I think The Emerald Maiden executes
the idea more elegantly, and the storyline is stronger as a whole. It's a story about family, belonging, and origins, with many plot
twists, and with gorgeous art.

Please note this is a VERY short game. My first play through only took two hours. There are also no alternatives to the hidden
object scenes (e.g. dominos). There is a single collectible, roses. There is a bonus adventure.

If you're a fan of games with a Bioshock-type Art Deco aesthetic, and like the idea of exploring an underwater city to solve a
mystery, this is definitely a good casual game to play on a rainy day.

If you are looking for another Bioshock-type Art Deco underwater city type of HOPA, with a similar tone, but with a focus on
dreams, check out Abyss: The Wraiths of Eden. That game has a domino mode available for people that want to skip the hidden
object puzzles, but does not have collectibles. That game also has scarier bits that The Emerald Maiden, and features more
adventuring than mystery solving. I would also say that The Emerald Maiden is definitely more historical in terms of tone. The
heroine of The Emerald Maiden is exploring an area created contemporaneously with her exploration, whereas the heroine of
Abyss is exploring a dilapidated underwater city.

If you just want to check out more HOPAs with a nautical tilt, I absolutely recommend Artifex Mundi's classic Nightmares
From The Deep series, which should be played in released order.. Started off well enough, and hooked me enough to purchase
the game, but my excitement quickly tapered off as the story progressed.

Characters aren't as fleshed out as i would like, and as some others have said, the actual Rent-A-Vice system was a plot device.
Was disappointing, as I was hoping for a deeper in-depth level of world building.

Was also kind of unclear about why I had to pay child support, when your ex spouse and you share custody(?).

Romance could also have been worked better. At the end of my first playthrough, I was surprised when I ended up with a
specific character, despite only having been polite and friendly (never romantic!!).

Not the worst game I've ever played, but would give a pass.. I had it on ps3 back in the day and loved it then, that being the case
I didn't immediately like that there was no controller support but I actually got used the the computer controls quickly and it's
just as fun as before.. Wow! Played like five minutes of it and bailed. Writing my first review ever just to warn people. This
game would've been horrible 20 years ago. The camera movement and gunfights feel like a crappy mod of an even crappier
game made in the 90s. Do NOT buy this. Wow.....

EDIT: 2 of my posts in the discussion board have been actively deleted! I just posted them and watched them get removed!
Crazy.

EDIT 2: FOUR of my posts have been deleted now. The last one was gone with 30 seconds of me posting it.

DO NOT BUY.. WTF i go to work for 2 years and come back and its gone WTF...now they have a crapy pubg rip
off..WTF..they could have at lest made it so we could make our own servers..im♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off we payed for
this♥♥♥♥♥♥.this is them stealing from you
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